Tests on protection against viral diseases.
Despite many attempts to find reliable in vitro criteria for the efficacy of Biological Response Modifiers--BRMs (immunomodulators, paramunity inducers) animal challenge models are still the only way to demonstrate the totality of interlocking defense mechanisms. Challenge models with mouse pathogenic viruses provide an excellent possibility to study protective effects of BRMs against acute or chronic forms of viral diseases. For comparative studies two completely different virus challenge models--Pseudorabies PR and Stomatitis Vesicularis VSV--were developed with adult and baby NMRI mice respectively. The potency of BRMs in preventing lethal disease reveals significant differences depending upon the sort of BRM, the route of application and the time of pretreatment. Defense mechanisms important for the control of Pseudorabies virus infection in adult NMRI mice were tested in vitro (ex vivo) and correlated well with the degree of protection in vivo. Comparison of BRM efficacy in selective viral challenge models combined with screening of a variety of antiviral defense functions in infected animals in vitro provide reliable methods in demonstrating the potency of BRMs against viral infections.